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P e t i t i o n e r

I N T H E S U P E R I O R C O U R T O F T H E S TAT E O F C A L I F O R N I A

I N A N D F O R T H E C O U N T Y O F S A N D I E G O

In re the marriage of

P e t i t i o n e r : D I A N N E Y O R K G O L D M A N

Respondent: MITCHEL PAUL GOLDMAN

No. DN 149413

R E B U T T A L
D E C L A R AT I O N O F
S H A N N Y N P A R E O

I, SHANNYN PAREO. declare:

1.1 am a resident of San Diego County, over 18 years of age, and the Chief

Operating Officer for La Jolla Spa, MD ("LJSMD"). The matters stated herein are
of my own personal knowledge, and if called as a witness, I could and would

competently testify thereto.
2. In response to the declarations submitted in response to the declaration I
submitted in support of Dianne-York-Goldman's ("DY-G") motion to remove
Mitchel P. Goldman ('MG") from the Fay Ave property, I have the following to
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3. All of the allegations made against me have one common theme. They reflect
retaliation from the staff over a raise that I received when I was promoted to COO
o f L J S M D .

4. Stasea Milton, the HR representative, for LJSMD purposely leaked out very
confidential information about me to the staff. This caused a jealous frenzy

amongst the staff that has turned everyone against one other.
5. Sarah Schillinger has acted like a jealous child, without regard for the

consequences and has pitted everyone against one other.
6. This divorce has only served as a forum for back biting, sabotage and self-
destruction amongst the personnel of LJSMD.
7. Requests by Dianne and Dr. Goldman for declarations from the staff has been
detrimental to morale and fanned the flames of dissention. What once would

have been considered a minor irritation or discrepancy between the staff now
seems to have turned into issues for court.

8. It seems as though the staff is holding the Goldman's hostage, knowing that

they can get away with anything, because neither one of them want to be faced
with the threat of retaliation by declarations from employees who should actually
be reprimanded or hold them to a standard for the job they were hired to perform.
9. Almost everyone at LJSMD feels as though they have been defamed or

slandered, and indeed, in some instances they have. Unfortunately, the pride we
once had in performing our jobs has either being taken away or people feel

apprehensive about whether to do something outside their job description for fear
of it being used in a declaration against them. The Team" concept of is gone,
because employee in both the Medical and Spa portions of LJSMD are working
in a host i le environment.

10. It is disconcerting to me that the legal system seems to allow and even

encourages this behavior. I would hope now that it has been established that
Dianne and Dr. Goldman cannot work together, all the declarations and the
dissention caused by them would come to an end.
11.1 believed the declarations were necessary to establish the sabotage that has
been taking place, as well as the difference in management styles. Unfortunately,
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they have created more sabotage, as people who once worked in harmony are
setting one other up, in order to add to their declarations.
12. I truly believe every member of the staff originally came to work at LJSMD,
because he or she felt they had something to offer. And, each felt it would be a

rewarding joumey of growth and fulfillment. It saddens me to see so many lives
torn to pieces over the divorce of the people who were once revered by their

employees.
13. I was forewarned prior to the filing of the declarations that employees of
LJSMD were writing declarations and because I work closely with Dianne, I
would be retaliated against. However, I had no idea of the descent to which
fellow employees would lower themselves, in order to inflict harm upon me.
14. Notwithstanding what I believe to be disingenuous and defamatory
statements that have been made in declarations filed to impugn my credibility; I
refuse to do respond in kind and subject anyone else to the emotional trauma I
have suffered, as a result of the false allegations made against me.

15. Suffice it to say, the allegations made against me in the declarations in

support of Dr. Goldman are untrue, for the following reasons:
a. I have never been drunk at work;

b. I have never come to work smelling of alcohol;

c. I do not use cocaine;

d. I did not give myself a raise. However, I did request and receive a raise,
but I was not the only one who received one. Additionally, I believe it is
common knowledge that people receive raises based on their job

performance;
e. I have never defamed or slandered anyone, nor will I descend to the
level of doing so now;

f. I do not tell any of the staff who they can or cannot keep company with;

g. I have not accused ANYONE of theft! In contrast to having been
accused of being a thief;

h. I do not verbally abuse the staff;
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i. I did not tell Laura she did not get the spa director position because she
has a child. She advised Dianne and I, prior to leaving on maternity leave
that she was unable to fulfill the time commitment of that position.

16.1 could go on and on and on, but there are two sides to every story.

Although I can utilize a myriad of examples of untoward conduct in defense of
what I have stated in my declaration. And share SO many things that could tear
down and ruin the reputations of all my accusers. However, I choose not to do

so., because I do not see what purpose it would serve.

17. While people are being encouraged to write these declarations, they have
not given thought to the repercussions of what will come back to them. For

instance, anything I could say in this with regard to Laura could get back to her
baby's father, who is trying to take her child away from her for being an unstable
parent. This, in-turn, could strengthen his case against her. I wonder whether
anyone cared enough about her to inform her of this when she was asked to
submi t a dec la ra t ion?

18. This case has been so narcissistic in nature and I chose not to be a part of

the mass destruction to innocent by standers.

19.1 am seriously exhausted with by thought of tearing people apart-and-

causing dissention to the point people do not even want to walk into the building
in which LJSMD is located.

20.1 would hope that when the court and parties to this unfortunate proceeding
read this declaration, they will understand the magnitude of harm this divorce has
caused. Both Medical and Spa numbers are lower than they have been in years
and morale is at an all time low.

21. The longer this case continues the more the parties tear down their

reputations in the community and the harder it will be for either of them to bounce
back f rom se l f -des t ruc t ion .

I declare, under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California, that
the foregoing is true and correct.
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D A T E D :

S H A N N Y N P A R E D
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